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QUESTION: 1
You are an IT professional who are specialized in Microsoft Office Communications Server 2007. Now you are employed in an international company which is named Wiikigo. You are in charge of providing technical support to your company. You are planning to deploy a Microsoft Office Communications Server (OCS) 2007 network. Installation of 500 Microsoft Office Communicator phones in Huston is included in the deployment plan. According to the company requirement, you have to make sure that the OCS 2007 deployment meets the following requirements: Users must be able to use the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) addresses and a five-digit dialing feature to make Office Communicator calls to each other. Users must be able to make Public switched telephone network (PSTN) calls to the Office Communicator phones. So what should you do? (Choose more than one)

A. A normalization rule in the Huston location profile should be configured to translate the five-digit dialing into a full E.164 number for the Office Communicator users.
B. A Mediation Server in Huston should be installed and configured.
C. All the Office Communicator users should be configured with a SIP URI and a full E.164 number.
D. A Phone Usage record should be configured for Huston, and it should be assigned to the Office Communicator users.
E. A Route should be configured to the Huston Mediation Server, and the Target Regular Expression should be configured to support the five-digit dialing feature.

Answer: A, B, C

QUESTION: 2
You are an IT professional who are specialized in Microsoft Office Communications Server 2007. Now you are employed in an international company which is named Wiikigo. You are in charge of providing technical support to your company. You have Microsoft Office Communication Server (OCS) 2007 and Microsoft Office Communicator 2007 client installed on your company network. You set up a Windows SharePoint Services 3.0 server and configure the Windows Server 2003 Certificate Authority for autoenrollment. Besides, you have Office Communicator Phone Edition phones installed and block UDP ports between 100 and 200 on your firewall that are outbound to the Internet. You find that the Office Communicator Phone Edition phones do not register to OCS 2007 server. These phones do not have correct IP addresses and do not display the correct date and time. You have to make sure that the following business requirements are met: The network must have
full Exchange Server 2007 functionality. The phones must be connected to a separate virtual LAN (VLAN) along with all required servers that serve the physical phones. So what should you do to make sure of this? (Choose more than one)

A. DNS for a SIP domain and an SMTP domain should be configured. DHCP scopes and scope options should be configured for the Office Communicator Phone Edition phones and the SharePoint Server. DNS SRV records should be configured for the SharePoint Server.
B. An internal NTP time source should be configured. A DNS SRV record should be configured to point to the internal NTP time source.
C. DNS for a SIP domain only should be configured. DHCP scopes and scope options should be configured for the Office Communicator Phone Edition phones.
D. DNS for an SMTP domain only should be configured. DHCP scopes and scope options should be configured for the Office Communicator Phone Edition phones.
E. DNS for a SIP domain and an SMTP domain should be configured. DHCP scopes and scope options should be configured for the Office Communicator Phone Edition phones.

Answer: B, E

**QUESTION:** 3

You are an IT professional who are specialized in Microsoft Office Communications Server 2007. Now you are employed in an international company which is named Wiikigo. You are in charge of providing technical support to your company. Microsoft Office Communications Server (OCS) 2007 has been installed in your company. The Enterprise Voice feature is enabled for all users. Now you receive a user report saying that she cannot receive calls from coworkers that are hosted on the PBX. The User Options exhibit below shows the configuration of the User Options setting for the user. You have to make sure that the user is able to receive calls from Microsoft Office Communicator 2007 client applications and the PSTN. So what action should you perform to make sure of this???
A. The Policy option of the user should be changed from Company External to Company Internal.
B. The Enable Remote call control option should be chosen.
C. Enter a value in the Line URI text box that complies with the RFC 3966 format and includes a country code.
D. The Enable PBX integration check box should be chosen, and then specify a server URI that points to the PBX.

Answer: C

**QUESTION:** 4
You are an IT professional who are specialized in Microsoft Office Communications Server 2007. Now you are employed in an international company which is named Wiikigo. You are in charge of providing technical support to your company. Your company has offices in Boston and Paris. These offices are connected by an IP WAN configured for full duplex. You deploy a Microsoft Office Communications Server (OCS) 2007 Standard Edition front-end server in the Boston office. Microsoft Office Communicator 2007 users place voice calls between the two offices through the WAN. You find that most of the IP WAN bandwidth is utilized by data traffic. Only 440 Kbps of bandwidth is available for voice calls. You have to calculate the number of concurrent voice calls that will be supported between the two offices, including Ethernet and SRTP overhead per call. How many calls should the current...
configuration support?

A. A total of seven calls will be supported in either direction by using Wideband codec.
B. A maximum of three calls will be supported in any one direction at any one time by using Wideband codec.
C. A total of eight calls will be supported by using Siren.
D. A total of six calls will be supported in either direction by using G.711.

Answer: B

**QUESTION: 5**

You are an IT professional who are specialized in Microsoft Office Communications Server 2007. Now you are employed in an international company which is named Wiikigo. You are in charge of providing technical support to your company. You have a Microsoft Office Communications Server (OCS) 2007 network deployed in your company. You configure the OCS 2007 network to meet the following requirements: All conferencing coordinators must be allowed to invite internal and federated users to the conferences. Only the conferencing coordinator named Hao Chen is able to invite anonymous users to the conferences. The Default policy settings exhibit shows the conferencing policy settings for the default policy. The Policy settings for Hao Chen exhibit bellow shows the conferencing policy settings for Hao Chen. The Global policy settings exhibit below shows the global conferencing policy settings for the OCS 2007 network. You check and find that Hao Chen is not able to invite anonymous users to the conferences. You have to make sure that Hao Chen is able to invite anonymous users without impacting the settings of the other conference coordinators. So what should you do to make sure of this?(Choose more than one)??
A. A new conferencing policy named Anonymous should be created and it should be assigned to Hao Chen. Web conferencing should be enabled, and then the value of the Select settings for non-Active Directory users option should be set to Allow control of shared programs and desktop.

B. The global policy setting for the Anonymous participants option should be set to Enforce per user.
C. The Allow anonymous participants setting should be enabled for the user account of Hao Chen.
D. Hao Chen should be instructed to enable the Open Authenticated access setting when the conference is set up.
E. The global policy setting for the Anonymous participants option should be set to Allow users to invite anonymous participants.
F. The default conferencing policy should be modified, and then the value of the Select settings for non-Active Directory users option should be set to Allow control of shared programs and desktop.

**Answer:** B, C

**QUESTION:** 6
You are an IT professional who are specialized in Microsoft Office Communications Server 2007. Now you are employed in an international company which is named Wiikigo. You are in charge of providing technical support to your company. You perform the deployment of Microsoft Office Communicator 2007 Phone Edition devices. Overlapping fixed digit normalization rules are used by the devices. You are testing the devices and find that when in the off-hook mode, the devices dial a number before it is completely entered. You have to enable three-digit fixed-digit dialing when the devices are in off-hook mode. So what action should you perform?

A. Use the no-quick-dial feature of Enterprise Voice Route Helper to configure the dial plan.
B. Client-side normalization should be enabled in Enterprise Voice Route Helper.
C. The "t" prefix value after the "+" sign should be used in the normalization rule.
D. The following normalization rule should be used during the testing phase. ^\d{1,1}\$ Pre Pend +1$1

**Answer:** A

**QUESTION:** 7
You are an IT professional who are specialized in Microsoft Office Communications Server 2007. Now you are employed in an international company which is named Wiikigo. You are in charge of providing technical support to your company. You are testing the implementation of Microsoft Office Communications Server (OCS) 2007 Phone Edition devices at a site. The OCS 2007 network design exhibit below shows the OCS 2007 network design for the site. You receive report from users of the devices in the wiikigo.com domain.
They tell you that they are not able to view their Microsoft Outlook 2000 contacts when logging on to the OCS 2007 network. You have to make sure that users in the wiikigo.com domain are able to use the OCS 2007 Phone Edition devices to make direct calls. What action should you perform to make sure of this? (Choose more than one)

A. Use the following http prefix to access these URLs from Microsoft Internet Explorer 7.0: https://wiikigo.com/autodiscover/autodiscover.xmlhttps://autodiscover.wiikigo.com/autodiscover/autodiscover.xml. Confirm whether you receive a 600 Invalid request XML response from either request type.
B. In order to make sure of this, you have to verify the validity of the external certificate on the Exchange Server 2007 Client Access server.
C. In order to make sure of this, you have to verify that the correct Active Directory Service Connection Points (SCP) and DNS SRV records exist.
D. In order to make sure of this, you have to run exchucutil.ps1 on the Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 Unified Messaging servers and ocsumutil.exe on the OCS 2007 Enterprise Edition servers.
E. In order to make sure of this, you have to verify that DNS A records for wiikigo.com and autodiscover.wiikigo.com exist and that they point to the Exchange Server 2007 Client Access servers.
F. In order to make sure of this, you have to verify that DNS A records for wiikigo.com and autodiscover.wiikigo.com exist and that they point to the Exchange Server 2007 Unified Messaging servers.

**Answer:** A, B, E
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